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We present the complete asymptotic expansion for the Meyer-Konig and ZellerÈ
  . . yk  .operators M f t ; x as n tends to infinity. All coefficients of n k s 1, 2, . . .n
are calculated explicitly in terms of Stirling numbers of the first and second kind.
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1. INTRODUCTION
w xThe operators of Meyer-Konig and Zeller 9 in the slight modificationÈ
w xof Cheney and Sharma 5
M f x ' M f t ; x .  .  . .n n
` knq1 k q n ks 1 y x x f x g 0, 1 1 . .  . .  /  /k k q nks0
M f 1 s f 1 .  .  .n
 .also called Bernstein power series were the object of several investiga-
w x  .tions in approximation theory. Let B* 0, 1 be the set of all functions f t
w xwhich are bounded on 0, 1 and continuous to the left at t s 1. The Mn
 . w xn s 1, 2, . . . are positive linear operators defined on B* 0, 1 and it is
w xwell known that for every continuous function f on 0, 1 we have
w xlim M f t ; x s f x x g 0, 1 . .  . .  .n
nª`
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w xIn 1970 Lupas and Muller 8 obtained the Voronovskaja-type resultÈ
2x 1 y x . y1M f t ; x s f x q f 0 x q o n n ª ` . 2 .  .  .  .  .  . .n 2n
w x w xSikkema 13 extended this result for all f g B* 0, 1 possessing a finite
w xfourth derivative at x with x g 0, 1 . He proved the asymptotic relation
M f t ; x . .n
2x 1 y x 1 .
s f x q f 0 x q .  . 22n 24n
=
2 3 3.12 x 1 y x 2 x y 1 f 0 x q 4 x 1 y x 1 y 5x f x .  .  .  .  .  .
42 4. y2q3 x 1 y x f x q o n n ª ` , 3 .  .  .  .  .4
 y2 .  .  y3 .and remarked that o n in 3 can be replaced by O n if f possesses
at x even a finite sixth derivative.
While the complete asymptotic expansion of the Bernstein polynomials
w xalready appeared in a paper of Bernstein 4 and can be found in the
w xclassical book of Lorentz 7, p. 22f , no progress in this direction has been
wmade for the closely related operators of Meyer-Konig and Zeller since 8,È
x13 .
The purpose of this paper is to give the complete asymptotic expansion
for the operators M in the formn
`
ykM f t ; x ; f x q a f ; x n n ª ` , .  .  .  . . n k
ks1
w xprovided f possesses derivatives of sufficiently high order at x g 0, 1 .
The latter formula means that
q
yk yqM f t ; x ; f x q a f ; x n q o n n ª ` .  .  .  .  . . n k
ks1
for every positive integer q.
 .  .All coefficients a f ; x k s 1, 2, . . . which, of course, depend on f arek
 p. .  .calculated explicitly in terms of f x p s 1, 2, . . . . It turns out that the
Stirling numbers of the first and second kind play an important role. Our
result makes completely transparent earlier partial results which mostly
were obtained by cumbersome elementary calculations. The proof is based
w xon previous results of the author 1 and a general approximation theorem
w xdue to Sikkema 12, 13 .
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2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS
w x q. .  . w xAs in 13 let K x be the class of all functions f t g B* 0, 1 which
w x w xare q times differentiable at x g 0, 1 . Sikkema 13, Theorems 1 and 2
proved the following general approximation theorem
w x q. .THEOREM A. For e¨en q G 2 and fixed x g 0, 1 let L : K x ªn
w xC 0, 1 be a sequence of positi¨ e linear operators. If
p yw pq1.r2xL t y x ; x s O n n ª ` p s 0, 1, . . . , q q 2 .  .  .  . .n
4 .
q. .then we ha¨e for each f g K x
L f t ; x . .n
q 1 p  p. yqr2s L t y x ; x f x q o n n ª ` . 5 .  .  .  .  . . np!ps0
qq2. .  yq r2 .  .Furthermore, if f g K x , the term o n in 5 can be replaced by
 y qr2q1..O n .
w xIn 1 the author gave the complete asymptotic expansion for the
 r .  . moments M t ; x r g N of the Meyer-Konig and Zeller operators seeÈn
w x .2, 3 for earlier attempts to the second resp. third moment :
 . r  .THEOREM B. For the functions f t s t r g N we ha¨e for e¨ery
w xx g 0, 1 the asymptotic expansion
`
r r w r x ykM t ; x ; x q c x n n ª ` . 6 .  .  .  .n k
ks1
The coefficients are gi¨ en by
r r jw r xc x s y1 H j y 1, k q j y 1, x , 7 .  .  .  .k  /j
js1
 .where H j, m, x is defined as
m
iq1j iH j, m , x s S s 1 y x 0 F j F m . 8 .  .  .  . mi
isj
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The quantities Si and s i denote the Stirling numbers of the first resp.j j
second kind defined by
j j
 j. i i j i  i.x s S x and x s s x j g N , . j j 0
is0 is0
 j.  .  .where x s x x y 1 ??? x y j q 1 is the falling factorial.
Application of the binomial formula gives
p
p pyrp rM t y x ; x s yx M t ; x .  .  . . n n /r
rs0
and Theorem B yields
p`
p pyrpyk w r xM t y x ; x ; n yx c x n ª ` . .  .  .  . .  n k /r
ks1 rs1
 .  .By 7 and 8 , it follows
p
py rp w r xyx c x .  . k /r
rs1
p kqjy1r rpy r j iq1p jy1 is yx y1 S s 1 y x .  .  .   kq jy1i /  /jr
rs1 js1 isjy1
p p kp p y j py r jy1j iqjiqjy1s y1 yx S s 1 y x .  .  .   iq jy1 kqjy1 /  /j r y j
js1 rsj is0
pk pp i j jy1 iqjy1s 1 y x 1 y x y1 S s , .  .  .  kq jy1iqjy1 /j
is0 js1
r p p y jp . .  . .where we used that s .j j r y jr
With the abbreviation
p p j jy1 iqjy1S p , k , i s y1 S s 9 .  .  . kq jy1iqjy1 /j
js1
we receive
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w xLEMMA 1. For e¨ery positi¨ e integer p and fixed x g 0, 1 the asymptotic
expansion
` k
p p iykM t y x ; x ; 1 y x n S p , k , i 1 y x n ª ` .  .  .  .  . .  n
ks1 is0
 .  .is ¨alid with S p, k, i as defined in 9 .
We would like to remark that in the special case p s 1 we obviously
 .have S 1, k, i s 0 for i s 0, 1, . . . , k and k g N.
In order to apply Theorem A to the Meyer-Konig and Zeller operatorsÈ
 .we have to show that M satisfies assumption 4 , i.e.,n
p yw pq1.r2xM t y x ; x s O n n ª ` .  .  . .n
for p s 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . .
This is trivial for p s 0, 1 and, by Lemma 1, it remains to prove
S p , k , i s 0 for 0 F i F k , 1 F k - p q 1 r2 . .  .
3. SOME FACTS ABOUT STIRLING NUMBERS
 .Because the Stirling numbers occurring in 9 are not easy to handle we
first state some known facts about Stirling numbers. For k with 1 F k F n
the Stirling numbers of the first resp. second kind possess the representa-
tion
n nnykS s C q ??? qC 10 .n k , 0 k , ky1 /  /2k k q 1
n nnyks s C q ??? qC 11 .n k , 0 k , ky1 /  /2k k q 1
 w  .  .x.see 6, p. 151, Eq. 5 , resp. p. 171, Eq. 7 . The coefficients C and Ck , l k , l
are independent of n and satisfy certain partial difference equations whose
 w x.general solutions are unknown see 6, p. 150 . In the special case l s 0
the formulae
kC s y1 C and C s 1 ? 3 ? 5 ??? 2k y 1 12 .  .  .k , 0 k , 0 k , 0
 w x. w xare easily verified see 6, pp. 151 and 171 . Recently, Reif 11 calculated
k y 1 k y 1 k y 2 4k y 3 .  .  .
C s C , C s C , 13 .k , 1 k , 0 k , 2 k , 03 9 2k y 1 .
k y 1 k y 1 k y 2 2k y 3 .  .  .
C s C , C s C . 14 .k , 1 k , 0 k , 2 k , 03 18 2k y 1 .
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Finally, we shall need the well-known expression
p py1 . p jp ns s y1 j . .n  /jp! js0
Note that, in particular, for all p G 2 it follows
p p pj n py1 j s y1 p!s s 0 n s 1, . . . , p y 1 , 15 .  .  .  . n /j
js1
which will be of use presently.
 .4. COMPUTATION OF THE SUM S p, k, i
 .  .By 10 and 11 we have
j q i y 1 j q i y 1jy1S s C q ??? qC i , j s 1, 2, . . . .i , 0 i , iy1iqjy1  /  /2 i i q 1
and
j q k y 1 j q k y 1iq jy1s s C q ??? qCkq jy1 kyi , 0 kyi , kyiy1  / /2 k y i . k y i q 1
i s 0, 1, . . . , k y 1; j, k s 1, 2, . . . . .
 .In the case i s 0 we have, by 9 ,
p p j jy1S p , k , 0 s y1 s k s 1, 2, . . . , .  .  . kq jy1 /j
js1
where, for fixed k, the Stirling number s jy1 is a polynomial in j ofkq jy1
degree 2k without constant summand. Now we consider the case 1 F i F k.
Then S jy1 is a polynomial in j of degree 2 i without constant summandiq jy1
iq jy1  .and s is a polynomial in j of degree 2 k y i .kq jy1
 .Therefore, by 15 , there holds
S p , k , i s 0 i s 0, . . . , k for 2k - p. 16 .  .  .
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 w x.For p s 2k, resp. p s 2k y 1 some calculations see 11 give
i kS 2k , k , i s y1 C i s 0, . . . , k , .  .  .k , 0  /i
iq1 k y 1 k y 1S 2k y 1, k , i s y1 C 4 q 5 .  . k , 1 5 /  /i i y 1
i s 0, . . . , k ; k s 1, 2, . . . , .
k y 1 .where is to be read as 0 for i s 0.i y 1
 .Combining this with Lemma 1 and 16 we receive after some calcula-
tions
w xLEMMA 2. For e¨ery positi¨ e integer k and each x g 0, 1 we ha¨e
2 k 2 k k yk yky1M t y x ; x s C 1 y x x n q O n .  .  . .n k , 0
and
2 ky1 2 ky1 ky1 yk yky1M t y x ; x s C 1 y x x 1 y 5x n q O n .  .  .  . .n k , 1
as n ª `.
w xCOROLLARY. For e¨ery positi¨ e integer p and each x g 0, 1 we ha¨e
p yw pq1.r2xM t y x ; x s O n n ª ` . .  .  . .n
Remark. The special cases k s 1 and k s 2 of Lemma 2 are contained
w x w x  .5 .in Sikkema 13 . Furthermore, Muller 10 proved that both M t y x ; xÈ n
 .6 .  y3 . w xand M t y x ; x are of order O n as n ª ` for every x g 0, 1 .n
5. THE MAIN RESULTS
Combining Theorem A, Lemma 1, and the corollary we obtain as our
first main result
w xTHEOREM 1. Let q G 2 be e¨en and x g 0, 1 . Then we ha¨e for each
q. .f g K x the asymptotic relation
q  p.f x . p yqr2M f t ; x s f x q 1 y x b n , p , q ; x q o n .  .  .  .  . . n p!ps2
n ª ` , 17 .  .
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TABLE I
 .Table of the Values S p, k, i
p
k i 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 0 1
1 y1
2 0 1 y4 3
1 y3 9 y6
2 2 y5 3
3 0 1 y12 36 y40 15
1 y7 54 y132 130 y45
2 12 y74 157 y140 45
3 y6 32 y61 50 y15
4 0 1 y28 183 y496 655 y420 105
1 y15 225 y1110 2550 y3015 1785 y420
2 50 y565 2340 y4760 5140 y2835 630
3 y60 570 y2085 3855 y3855 1995 y420
4 24 y202 672 y1149 1075 y525 105
5 0 1 y60 720 y3560 9150 y13356 11200 y5040 945
1 y31 810 y6780 27200 y60840 80346 y62440 26460 y4725
2 180 y3310 22430 y77860 156490 y190190 138250 y55440 9450
3 y390 5830 y34190 106420 y196180 222110 y152110 57960 y9450
4 360 y4674 24616 y70264 120501 y128254 83230 y30240 4725
5 y120 1404 y6796 18064 y29121 29344 y18130 6300 y945
where
qr2 k
iykb n , p , q ; x s n S p , k , i 1 y x .  .  . 
w . x is0ks pq1 r2
 .  . qq2. .and S p, k, i is as defined in 9 . Furthermore, if f g K x , the term
 yq r2 .  .  y qr2q1..o n in 17 can be replaced by O n .
`. . q. .  . w xLet K x s F K x be the class of all functions f t g B* 0, 1q g N
w xwhich are infinitely often differentiable at x g 0, 1 . For these functions
we reformulate Theorem 1 to get the abovementioned complete asymp-
totic expansion for the operators M .n
w x `. .THEOREM 2. Let x g 0, 1 and f g K x . Then we ha¨e
`
ykM f t ; x ; f x q a f ; x n n ª ` , .  .  .  . . n k
ks1
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TABLE I}Continued
p
k i 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
6 0 1 y124 2.523 y20.240 84.950 y211.296 329.434
1 y63 2.709 y35.406 220.500 y783.090 1.727.838 y2.460.024
2 602 y16.905 172.053 y904.960 2.840.040 y5.696.082 7.513.310
3 y2.100 46.200 y397.950 1.849.050 y5.265.750 9.759.750 y12.052.950
4 3.360 y62.804 478.912 y2.020.550 5.315.135 y9.212.350 10.737.839
5 y2.520 41.832 y290.304 1.132.740 y2.787.435 4.558.365 y5.046.552
6 720 y10.908 70.172 y256.540 596.150 y926.225 978.943
p
k i 9 10 11 12
6 0 y326.368 200.025 y69.300 10.395
1 2.268.756 y1.311.975 433.125 y62.370
2 y6.506.808 3.568.950 y1.126.125 155.925
3 9.868.950 y5.156.550 1.559.250 y207.900
4 y8.358.042 4.175.325 y1.212.750 155.925
5 3.750.894 y1.797.075 502.425 y62.370
6 y697.382 321.300 y86.625 10.395
where the coefficients are gi¨ en by
a f ; x .k
2k  p. kf x . p is 1 y x S p , k , i 1 y x k g N 18 .  .  .  .  . p!ps2 is0
 .  .and S p, k, i is as defined in 9 .
  . .  .Remark. In the special case x s 0 we have M f t ; x s f 0 andn
Theorem 1 leads to the seemingly non-trivial identity
k
S p , k , i s 0 p s 1, . . . , 2k ; k g N 19 .  .  .
is0
 .which is, by 16 , obviously valid also for p ) 2k.
 .We give the following explicit formulae for the coefficients a f ; x :k
2 2.a f ; x s 1r2 x 1 y x f x , .  .  .  .1
2 2.a f ; x s 1r24 x 1 y x 12 2 x y 1 f x .  .  .  .  .2




k i 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
7 0 1 y252 8.316 y101.640 639.765 y2.408.616 5.858.832
1 y127 8.694 y169.092 1.533.630 y7.940.835 26.006.652 y56.938.224
2 1.932 y79.674 1.158.087 y8.649.900 38.901.135 y114.357.012 229.716.774
3 y10.206 316.932 y3.807.111 24.723.510 y99.753.465 268.677.276 y501.942.882
4 25.200 y649.404 6.800.304 y39.668.160 146.671.875 y367.207.260 644.449.974
5 y31.920 719.208 y6.780.648 36.298.500 y124.835.445 293.613.810 y487.824.078
6 20.160 y409.968 3.554.748 y17.727.380 57.330.120 y127.709.490 202.103.413
7 y5.040 94.464 y764.604 3.591.440 y11.013.150 23.384.640 y35.423.809
p
k i 9 10 11 12 13 14
7 0 y9.572.256 10.639.755 y7.957.180 3.839.220 y1.081.080 135.135
1 85.634.172 y89.006.085 62.960.590 y28.981.260 7.837.830 y945.945
2 y321.938.232 315.380.730 y212.101.890 93.454.515 y24.324.300 2.837.835
3 661.518.816 y614.617.500 394.658.880 y166.926.375 41.891.850 y4.729.725
4 y804.394.584 712.399.800 y438.327.120 178.412.850 y43.243.200 4.729.725
5 579.958.218 y491.645.280 290.738.910 y114.130.170 26.756.730 y2.837.835
6 y229.916.028 187.215.735 y106.685.810 40.467.735 y9.189.180 945.945
7 38.709.894 y30.367.155 16.713.620 y6.136.515 1.351.350 y135.135
a f ; x .3
2 2 2.s 1r48 x 1 y x 24 6 x y 6 x q 1 f x q 16 1 y x .  .  .  .  .
22 3.= y16 x q 11 x y 1 f x q 2 1 y x .  .  .
32 4.= 61 x y 26 x q 1 f x q 4 x 1 y x .  .  .
45. 2 6.= y5x q 1 f x q x 1 y x f x , .  .  .  . 4
2 3 2 2.a f ; x s 1r5760 x 1 y x 2880 24 x y 36 x q 14 x y 1 f x .  .  .  .  .4
q960 1 y x y202 x 3 q 233 x 2 y 67x q 3 f 3. x .  .  .
2 3 2 4.q720 1 y x 224 x y 201 x q 39 x y 1 f x .  .  .
3 3 2 5.q48 1 y x y1149 x q 741 x y 89 x q 1 f x .  .  .
4 2 6.q40 x 1 y x 215x y 89 x q 5 f x .  .  .
5 62 7. 3 8.q120 x 1 y x y5x q 1 f x q 15x 1 y x f x . .  .  .  .  . 4
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w xRemark. Using properties of the Stirling numbers Reif 11 derived
 .  .some general facts about the a f ; x . We mention that in a f ; x thek k
2 k . . k .2 k  k . 2 ky1. .factor of f x is x 1 y x r 2 k! and the factor of f x is
 . ky1 .2 ky1 .  ky1 .k k y 1 x 1 y x y5x q 1 r 3 ? 2 k! for all k g N.
 .Further coefficients a f ; x may be calculated using Table I showingk
 . w xthe values S p, k, i which were evaluated by Reif 11 with the aid of the
computer program MATHEMATICA.
Remark. Numerical evidence leads to the conjecture, that, in addition
 .to 19 , also the identity
2k
S p , k , i s 0 i s 1, . . . , k ; k g N 20 .  .  .
ps2
 .  .is valid. Recall that S p, k, i s 0 i s 1, . . . , k for p s 1 and p ) 2k.
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